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While writing this article, I could not help
but think how Connect is the appropriate
name for this e-newsletter. We are doing
just that – connecting with each and every
one of you. Announcements, new resources, prayers and important information are all shared in this publication. It
is the bridge of information between issues of Catholic Woman. Unfortunately,
we know that many of you are not reading
this publication (yes we can find this out!).
The commission and committee chairs
spend time to create their articles; it is
formatted, proofread and sent out.
Please encourage your members to read
Connect or check with them to make sure
they are receiving it. Sometimes it may go
in someone’s junk mail if nccw.org is not
in their address book. We don’t want to
have so many doing the work for something that is not used.
By now you have heard that the Centennial Convention has been rescheduled to
August 25 – 28, 2021 at the same hotel in
Arlington, Virginia, when we can gather
safely. Pat Voorhes is busy scheduling and
rescheduling the speakers and events.
We are looking forward to this celebration
as we have been for the last year and
know it will be as special as ever!
Just like your Councils depend on your
convention as your main source of revenue to sustain yourself for the next year,
so does NCCW. Many thanks to those that
have already donated their registration or
a portion of it back to NCCW. It is much
appreciated. We are discussing ways to

recoup this amount and will reach out
in the near future.
Many of our churches have opened and
we have been able to participate in person in the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. It
is wonderful to be back, but it is not the
same. Facemasks, tape and sanitizer
change the routine of gathering after
Mass and socializing. I miss catching up
with other parish members and pray
that we will be able to return to that
again.
Keep in touch with your Councils. It is
important to keep them engaged and to
let them know you are still there for
them. I hope you have a chance to call
in on Wednesdays at 2:00 pm ET for the
weekly Coffee Klatch led by Executive
Director Andrea Cecilli. It is a wonderful
way to touch base with our members
from all over the United States. The
Coffee Klatch will resume mid-July; Andrea sends the theme for discussion on
Fridays in her Weekend Wonder.
As we face unrest in our country, be
aware that, as our bishops have stated,
racism has no place in the Christian
heart. Please read their pastoral letter
found on the USCCB website, Open
Wide Our Hearts.
Have a safe and Happy Fourth of July.
Watching previous years’ fireworks displays on TV will have to do for this year.
Small gatherings with friends and/or
family will replace the parades and par-
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ties usually held. Our Village’s Memorial Day parade
and celebration were canceled. My neighborhood
held a small parade led by a restored 1948 Buick Roadmaster with the owner’s granddaughter as the parade
marshal and included a few kids on their decorated
bikes, the local K9’s and their owners, one dancing
granny and graduates from the various high schools. It
wasn’t the same as our usual big event but it helped to
show you can still have fun during the pandemic. Go
have some fun!

Anniversary Wine and a Fun Fundraiser
The 100th Anniversary Wine is now available to order.
You can order at www.holyspiritswine.com. The wine
is available in Sauvignon Blanc and Cabernet Sauvi-

gnon. All wine is shipped directly from the winery. Each bottle is $19.99 and a portion of each
sale will go to NCCW.
Would you like to raise some funds for your
Council? When we are able to gather, consider
having a wine tasting with the 100th Anniversary
Wine. Purchase a few bottles of each, offer a
taste (subject to individual state laws) and have
the information to order. Consider having a
number of silent auction or raffle items and
those proceeds would be for your Council. Both
NCCW and your Council will benefit!
Correction: Last month’s Connect had
the incorrect website link! Please note
that it is holyspiritswine.com

From the President-elect
By Pat Voorhes, Presidentelect
You have all heard by now that
our 2020 Centennial Convention has been postponed to
August 25-28, 2021. Many of
our plans will remain the
same: NCCW 100 Years: A Vision for the Future theme;
Crystal Gateway Marriott; Centennial Mass and tour
of the Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception; Gloria Purvis speaking; and the Jersey Tenors will perform. Cardinal Dolan and Abby
Johnson are checking their schedules.
Please continue obtaining new individual/supporting
members. Thank you to all of you who participated in
the membership contest to win a trip to the 2020
Convention that was postponed. All your efforts and
hopefully more will be counted in the 202One Convention Membership Contest to be drawn at the
May/June 2021 BOD meeting. This year, more than

ever, we need your help with new members.
Not having a convention puts NCCW in a serious
financial setback.
For those of you who haven’t yet cancelled your
reservations at the Marriott Crystal Gateway,
our NCCW Event Planner took care of that for
you, to avoid the penalty should you not cancel
by July 26. We will let you know as soon as hotel
reservations open for the 202One Convention.
The good news is the room rates will remain
the same!

Member Call Information
There will be no member calls in July or August. Join us on September 16, 2020 to hear
Kathy Bonner discuss Domestic Violence. She
will help to prepare us to observe Domestic
Violence Awareness Month (October 2020).
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NCCW SEEKS 2021-2023 NOMINEES
How you can help!
The National Council of Catholic Women has a rich legacy of outstanding women serving
as leaders for the past 100 years! (Can we hear an AMEN?!) As we embark upon this 2nd
century, the NCCW Nominating Committee is seeking more amazing leaders willing to
serve. Can you help us find them? Perhaps you know a dynamic Catholic woman to nominate or maybe YOU'D be willing to put your name in? Think about it. Pray for guidance.
The Holy Spirit may be nudging you to take action!

Here are some suggestions to consider and get you started:
*Current/past Parish CCW Presidents & Officers
*Deanery & Diocesan Presidents & Officers
*Province Directors & Board members
*NCCW Commission Committees
*How about yourself?
OPEN NCCW POSITIONS FOR 2021-2023
*NCCW PRESIDENT-ELECT
*NCCW SECRETARY
*NCCW NOMINATING COMMITTEE MEMBERS (7)
The "how-to" details will be outlined in future Connect and Catholic Woman
publications. In the meantime, keep your eyes on the alert for that special
woman to nominate. We look forward to hearing from you and welcoming
your nominations!
2019-2021 NCCW Nominating Committee
Chris Heiderscheidt (Chair), Jean Bazley, Mary Glosson, Rose Guerrero, Deanna Holmer, Debbie
Keller, Joby Parker
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From the Treasurer

Spirituality Commission

By Rose Martinet, NCCW Treasurer

By Kathleen Penno, Spirituality Commission Chair

I want to thank all of you for your support of the
National Council of Catholic Women and of me during my four years as NCCW Treasurer. It has been a
pleasure to serve you and NCCW. I wish Marla
Johnston the best as she begins her term as 20202022 NCCW Treasurer.

Rosaries, Rosaries, Rosaries

In June, NCCW received $55.91 from Amazon Smile
for the customers who shopped at
smile.amazon.com and indicated that NCCW was to
be their beneficiary. To date, AmazonSmile has donated a total of $707.17 to the National Council of
Catholic Women. Please consider shopping
at smile.amazon.com.
The NCCW office staff has been calling all those
who had registered for the 2020 Convention. Many
thanks go out to those who donated all or part of
their registration to NCCW. During this difficult
time, NCCW continues to need your support to
keep our organization alive. Please continue to
keep NCCW in your prayers.
I am looking forward to seeing you in August 2021
at Convention.

Photo by Laura Allen on Unsplash

Pray more Rosaries.
“Turn to Mary most holy, your heavenly Mother;
pray to her with fervor, especially by means of the
rosary; invoke her daily, in order to be authentic
imitators of Christ in our day.” St. John Paul II’s address, Nuaro, Italy, October 19,1985.
With the recent troubles, uncertainty and turmoil in
our country, the Spirituality Commission felt compelled to have our June and July rosaries dedicated
to praying for our country. If you missed the June
rosary, it can be found on the NCCW website. I urge
everyone to dial in on the July 13th rosary call so
that collectively we can pray for the intercession of
Our Lady to answer all our needs according to God’s
will.

Keep our priests and those discerning the priesthood in the forefront of your daily prayers.
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Service Commission
By Mary Ann Cummins, Service Commission Chair
SUMMER. BE AWARE. HUMAN SEX TRAFFICKING.
While we are outdoors enjoying the summer sun
and weather a the pool, beach or park, know and be
aware of the warning signs of Human Trafficking ... a
runaway from home in the backseat of a car at the
gas station or isolated at the park, a truant/not
attending school when in session, someone possessing a cell phone they did not purchase if you are
family and know this fact, a new purchase made
with someone else's credit card that you do not
know as a family member, claiming an older boyfriend (often through an online site), showing signs
of physical abuse (bruises, cuts, burns), possessing a
new body tattoo, and affiliating with a gang.
Pre-teen girls are most susceptible to Human Sex
Trafficking. Young girls are often coerced into sex
trafficking from online predators who falsely promise finances, drugs, gifts, and emotional support.
Violence may occur by the predator after lies,
feigned affection, deception and threats become
real to the victim. These young girls and boys are
befriended online, at malls, arcades, parks, movie
theaters, and even at school. Know your child's
friends.

someone in juvenile justice or foster care, an undocumented immigrant, someone facing poverty,
someone with a history of sex abuse or an addiction to drugs or alcohol all enable the predator to
offer and entice the victims with what they might
need at the moment.
A 2016 National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children document states that one in six runaways
are likely sex trafficking victims lured by the promises of food, shelter, clothing or employment.
These basics of life, possibly missing for the runaway, are lures for the sex trafficker.
So be attentive to your surroundings as more people/children are outdoors and traveling in summer. If you suspect something afoul, call 911 or
the National Human Trafficking Resource Center
at 1-888-373-7888. Educate your young people to
text "HELP" to 233733 (BeFree) if they or a friend
are aware of a human trafficking victim. And let's
all pray for safety for our children and all children
this summer.

Evidence from the Polaris Project suggests people of
color and LGBTQ+ people are more likely to be
trafficked than other demographics. These groups
experience generational trauma, historic oppression, discrimination, and other societal factors that
create vulnerability. Traffickers pick up on these
weaknesses through reading Facebook or Instagram
or TikTok posts or calling and chatting with these
young kids (too much personal information on their
sites). Unstable home environments, a history of
living with domestic violence, a caregiver or family
member with a substance abuse issue, a runaway or

Photo by Tammy Gann on Unsplash
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Leadership Commission

Legislative Advocacy

By Ruth Warren, Leadership Commission Chair

Be Prepared to Vote

Calling All New and Expectant Moms!

By Sheila S. Hopkins, Legislative Advocacy Chair

Have you, or someone you know, become a new
mom this year? If you can answer yes to this, we
would like to hear from you. The COVID-19 pandemic
has affected the way we work, learn, worship and
play. It has taken a toll on our finances, our families
and our physical and emotional health. The stress on
families and new moms has been tremendous.

Time is fast approaching for elections – in your
state and for the next president of the United
States. Many states have primary elections in August so deadlines are fast approaching. Given the
current pandemic, there is a surge in requests for
vote-by-mail—sometimes referred to as absentee
ballots.

The National Council of Catholic Women is partnering with the USCCB in an initiative called Walking
With Moms in Need and we need to hear from you.
We are looking to hear how you are coping with the
challenges of being a new mom. How have you been
supported? Did someone from your parish reach out
to you? What support or assistance did you wish you
had? Learning about what we are doing will help us
identify ways we can improve. Help us fulfill our mission to support, empower and educate all Catholic
women by reaching out to us today. Contact me at
"Ruth Warren" <2317warren@gmail.com>.

States are expecting challenges due to fewer poll
workers willing to work given the virus threat. In
addition, polling places must deal with social distancing and any methods that require touching
screens or paper must meet safety requirements.
Crowds are always larger in presidential election
years, adding to the difficulties.
If you want to vote in the comfort of your home,
contact your local supervisor of elections to find
out what you must do to register for voting by mail
now. Be sure to allow time to return your ballot
prior to the deadline as mail has been slower. Find
out if you will need postage to mail or if the envelope has no postage required. You may also have
to sign the ballot or envelope and the signature
will be compared against your signature when you
registered to vote. If there are any questions about
the validity, the elections office should contact you
to correct the problem.
Some may be reluctant because of a fear of fraud
but states have found very little fraud because of
the verification process when the mail ballot is
counted. Be safe and be able to vote by signing up
for vote-by-mail!

Photo by Sharon McCutcheon on Unsplash
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LTD: Thinking Outside the Box
By Susie Harting, LTD Consultant

new things.

Thinking outside the box can challenge the “normal”
way of doing things or it can take us out of our comfort zone. Helping teach grandkids or our own children how to do their common core math this spring
was a job! I could get the same answer as they did
but the steps they took were way outside my box of
doing things.

Are you a creature of habit? Just as we become
comfortable with a “new way of doing things,” the
program changes. Always be open for new ideas
and changes.

Going to Mass online was not as spiritually motivating
for me as receiving the Body and Blood of Christ. Opportunity to attend Mass was available every day
livestream. Livestream on Facebook, YouTube,
FaceTime, and Twitter to name a few were “outside
the box.” But should it be outside the box?

God has blessed us with many talents to come together in Christ during the difficult times.
With God all things are possible. Matthew 19:26

Meetings with CCW boards and memberships were
held by conference calls. Then we learned about
Zoom. Held elections by a Zoom meeting! Was this a
learning experience? Yes, it was. Members helped
each other. Our leaders had to step up and encourage members that this is indeed possible.
I would like to challenge you to use social media resources to communicate. Then, you can
challenge someone else to do the same and be
there for them. Help them through this process
by sharing your experience.
After completing your first Zoom meeting, how
did you feel? For me, it was a feeling of great
accomplishment. Wow, who would have
thought that we would hold board meetings via
the internet!
As CCW members, we became able to think
outside the box and took on the challenge of
changing the normal way of doing things. We
became better thinkers and willing to learn
Photo by Allie on Unsplash
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TikTok App Breaks Privacy Promises

Education

By Karen Painter, NCCW Representative to the Religious Alliance Against Pornography (RAAP)

By Ellen Bachman, Education Committee Chair

TikTok, the popular app for making and sharing short
videos, has broken an agreement it made with the
Federal Trade Commission to protect the privacy of
children on the service.
The video app has soared in popularity with Americans sheltering at home. The app was downloaded 11
million times by new users in the United States in
March, up nearly twice since December.
Last year, TikTok agreed to make major changes to
settle charges of violating the federal children's
online privacy law. The alleged violations included
collecting names, email addresses, videos and other
personal information from users under the age of 13
without a parent's consent.
Federal regulators said at the time that the app had
made users' information public by default, which
meant that a child's user name, picture and videos
could be seen by others. The agency also said adults
had used the video-sharing app to try to message
children.
For years, TikTok has ignored the children's privacy
law, thereby ensnaring perhaps millions of underage
children in its marketing apparatus, and putting children at risk of sexual predation.
Members of Congress have raised national security
concerns about TikTok's growing influence and risk of
sharing user data.
Check with your children and grandchildren to see if
they use TikTok and talk to them about sharing their
personal information.

The Education Committee continues to focus on
things that can “educate” us. We are focusing on
how to bring younger girls and women into our
Councils. Can you share your stories with us? What
things are you doing that we can share with others.
We all grow from what we learn. Please send to my e
-mail pennyln99@aol.com.

We are all disappointed with the cancellation of the
National Convention, though we realize it is the prudent decision to make. Now when we see each other
we will be two years older!! For me, the best part of
Convention is seeing all the friends I’ve made over
the years and watching our leaders educating us with
new ideas and powerful, motivating speakers. Of
course, we love the break-out sessions where we get
to talk to women from around the country and hear
their feedback to the questions we are given to discuss.
We are all so diverse, with different life’s experiences that make us so unique. We want to share that
diversity with our younger women. You have so
much to share. Let’s educate the young women on
Council. Who we are and what we do. Help educate
your women in the parish about Council and bring
them into the group with that personal invitation.
Make sure you are having leadership sessions for
your women. Don’t have long, drawn out meetings.
Put things to committees to do—this helps women
bond and meet new members. Let the committee
come back with suggestions for the group to vote on
instead of trying to do it during the meeting. You
can recruit, but if your meetings are not “fun, interesting and informative,” they will not return.
As we get back together, hopefully this Fall, plan a
great “break-out” party for your members. I know I
can’t wait to see my Council members again. God
bless us all on our journey in Council.
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Called to Creativity
By Kathy Bonner
During these unusual circumstances, we
may be isolated from our Council sisters
but only in distance— never in faith and
action. Not being able to hold events or
work on projects side by side does not
affect our ability to continue our works
for others.

Actually, we are given an opportunity to
take a closer look at the projects we support and the methods we use. We have
been witnessing amazing approaches
through using ingenuity to accomplish
what was, at first, seemingly impossible.
Women are known for thinking out of
the box. Now is the time to take a creative look at what we can accomplish. This
is the time to assess what has been done
to save those living in a situation of domestic violence. What have we done in our own
backyard?
NCCW has answers to achieve results without time
consuming fundraising or needing large events to
make a difference. Download the NCCW program
Women Healing the Wounds at nccw.org.
Next month, we will give more details to plan for
October, Domestic Violence Awareness Month, using
the Women Healing the Wounds program, “Mending
the Brokenness…With Real Love,” to educate the
members in our parishes and save lives. Also, join
me on the September Member Call to discuss practical steps you can take to help prevent domestic violence in advance of October, Domestic Violence
Awareness Month.

Photo by Kristina Tripkovic on Unsplash
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Report from the United Nations
By Theresa Boscia, NCCW NGO Representative to the
United Nations (UN)
THE UN RESPONDS TO COVID-19
This past March, UN leaders were heartbroken when
forced to cancel CSW64 (Commission on the Status of
Women) due to the coronavirus. Thanks to webinars
and virtual conversations, the work is still ongoing.
Ideas are being shared and platforms are being created. Discussions on Beijing+25 are continuing, including
those of the Beijing+25 Youth Task Force.
The coronavirus pandemic could cause a huge reversal
of women’s rights. There has been some backsliding
already since women and girls are at the forefront of
the crisis. We know that sex trafficking and domestic
violence are on the rise. Because of the lockdown,
women can often be trapped with their abusers.
The UN has pulled together a task force to look at the
gender impact of the virus. This is probably the worst
recession we have seen in a century. It’s been especially difficult for poor women and those who do not
have job security. In many parts of the world 70% of
workers are women. A good number of these women
are now unemployed and unpaid. For domestic workers, there is no protection. Older women are a particularly vulnerable group. They’re often invisible and isolated and without financial support.

This pandemic requires solutions that are framed in
the context of global justice. UN groups have proposed some important recommendations:
1. Call on governments to ensure that women and
girls will be referred to healthcare facilities including psycho-social services.
2. Eliminate all discrimination against women,
especially older women, the poor, indigenous
people and those with disabilities.
3. Make sure the response to COVID-19 is gendersensitive. Women need to be part of the decision-making process.
4. Demand that the most vulnerable be allowed to
participate in the policy solutions.
5. Establish family justice centers for victims of
domestic or gender-based violence.
6. Post hotline numbers for housing, shelters, and
referrals in the businesses that are open.
7. Provide training workshops to strengthen computer literacy.
8. Support food pantries and activate shopping for
the elderly.
9. Ensure that the most marginalized have access
to essential protective equipment.
10. Make sure that any vaccine that’s developed
reaches everyone and is fairly distributed.

